The course Medical image analysis gives relatively deep insights into how medical images are generated and analyzed for some of the most important systems that are used in medicine today. The course comprise nine lectures, six classes, three laborations and one mini project.

Premises

All lectures and classes take place in the seminar room IMT1 on floor 13 and the laborations in the computer lab at floor 12.

Literature

- Material delivered at the lectures.
- Course compendium: MRI, fMRI, Image registration and Image segmentation.
- Signal Processing for Computer Vision, Gösta Granlund and Hans Knutsson

Examination

To pass the course you need to pass the written exam, the three laborations and the mini project.

Laborations

To pass the laborations you have to demonstrate your matlab code for the teatchers and participate in the lab seminar.

For the lab seminar the lab groups prepare a 10 minute presentation for each of the labs including questions for opposition and discussion.

Mini project

The mini project is be presented in a written report. To pass the mini project you need to demonstrate a working matlab code and get an approval of your report.

Communication

Examiner: Hans Knutsson (HK) 013 286727 hans.knutsson@liu.se
Teacher: Mats Andersson (MA) 013 286721 mats.x.andersson@liu.se
Teacher: Anders Eklund (AE) 0730 551798 anders.eklund@liu.se
Teacher: Chunliang Wang (CW) chunliang.wang@liu.se
Course secretary: Karoline Waltelius 013 286738 karoline.waltelius@liu.se